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Opportunity and Significance
In recent years, there has been a wide expansion of hardware
to assist in Autonomous driving tasks. With the hardware
expansion, there now is a variety of deep learning models to
assist in Connected Autonomous Vehicle detection of
pedestrians, lanes, and open roads. We want to build create
these deep learning models and use different performance
metrics to understand resource demand from different
hardware configurations. By understanding the resource
demand we can better understand hardware requirements for
running these models and further assist researchers in
understanding the limitations of the hardware and the
software.
Technical Objectives
Several pioneer efforts have focused on the edge computing
system and architecture design for the CAVs scenario and
provided various heterogeneous platform prototypes for
CAVs, such as NVIDIA DRIVE PX. The CAR Lab has already
developed a first version benchmark suite for CAVs computing
system and architecture, and we want to add more workloads
to evaluate more heterogeneous hardware. On this project,
we focus on using some state-of-the-art deep learning
workloads in CAVs scenario, such as object detection and
object tracking to evaluate the heterogeneous hardware.
Related Work and State of Practice
Wayne State University’s CAR LAB has related projects.
CAVBench is a benchmark suite to evaluate the connected
and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) computing platforms
performance.
PCAMP is a comprehensive performance comparison and
analysis of several state-of-the-art deep learning packages
on the edges, including TensorFlow, Caffe2, MXNet,
PyTorch, and TensorFlow Lite.
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Technical Approach,  Accomplishments
First before building anything we reviewed the latest deep
learning research papers and select the ones we believe will
be useful for CAVs applications.
We selected YOLO “You Only Look Once Unified Real-Time
object Detection” and SSD “Single Shot MultiBox Detector”.
I had to begin learning and expanding my knowledge of
deep learning models and using Tensorflow and Keras.
Through this process I have gained a very strong
understanding of deep learning models, research, and using
Tensorflow and Keras.
We were able to recreate both YOLO and SSD models and
detect vehicles within images.
Our models are currently being tested on a CPU only
machine, a GPU machine, and an NVIDIA DRIVE PX2. We
hope to measure resource use and speed of each deep
learning model on each platform.
Commercialization Plan & Partners
I worked with members of the CAR Lab and Dr. Shi paired me
with a PhD mentor, Yifan Wang. The goal is to publish a
workshop paper to help with researchers who need
benchmark data.
Next Steps for Development and Test
Some other deep learning networks can detect using Lidar.
There are also other CAV applications such as SLAM,
localization, lane detection, and open space detection.
Benchmarking and evaluating these applications on a variety
of hetergenous platforms can provide further clarity for overall
CAV applications.
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